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We find that the most stable fullerene isomers, C70 – C94, form efficiently in close-to central
collisions between keV atomic ions and weakly bound clusters of more than 15 C60-molecules. We
observe extraordinarily high yields of C70 and marked preferences for C78 and C84. Larger even-size
carbon molecules, C96 – C180, follow a smooth log-normal 共statistical兲 intensity distribution.
Measurements of kinetic energies indicate that C70 – C94 mainly are formed by coalescence reactions
between small carbon molecules and C60, while Cn with n ⱖ 96 are due to self-assembly 共of small
molecules兲 and shrinking hot giant fullerenes. © 2010 American Institute of Physics.
关doi:10.1063/1.3479584兴
I. INTRODUCTION

The discoveries of fullerenes in 1985,1 carbon nanotubes
in 1991,2 and the large-scale productions of these species in
the 1990s 共Ref. 3兲 paved the road to fullerene science. Due to
their extraordinary structural properties in which all 12 pentagonal faces are isolated on the closed caged surfaces, C60
and C70 are more stable than their nearest neighbor
fullerenes. However, the binding energy per atom increases
with fullerene size4 and it is thermodynamically more preferable to form even larger fullerenes. Thus, much work has
been devoted to attempts to understand the well-established
preferences for forming C60 and C70 in a large variety of
experimental, industrial, and naturally occurring situations
including laser ablations of graphite1,5—and virtually of any
carbon-based material, arc discharges between graphite
rods,3 sooting flames,6 large-scale industrial combustion,7
and when burning a candle.8 Recently Irle et al. presented
quantum chemical molecular dynamics simulations suggesting that hot giant fullerenes, Cn with n ⬎ ⬃ 90, self-assemble
in hot carbon and hydrocarbon vapors.9,10 In these calculations, the hot giant fullerenes 共vibrationally highly excited
and with distorted structures兲 shrink spontaneously to
smaller fullerenes—mostly by C2-emissions far from thermal
equilibrium. It is envisaged that C60 and C70 then will form
with high probabilities.9,10 This combination of size-up and
long-range, multistep, size-down fullerene formation is
clearly different from earlier models in which C60 and C70
a兲
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are assumed to be formed through size-up processes followed by fragmentation in few steps only. Here, we will
discuss such formation scenarios—and various types of coalescence reactions in view of the intensities and kinetic en+
+
– C180
ions which we measure following
ergies of even-n C70
400 keV head-on Xe20+ collisions with weakly bound 关C60兴m
clusters.
Coalescence reactions involving fullerenes have been
observed before in, e.g., fullerene-fullerene collisions,11 laser
desorptions of fullerene films,12,13 and femtosecond laser
pulse interactions with weakly bound 关C60兴m clusters.14 Here
we will demonstrate that ion impact on such 关C60兴m clusters
induces different kinds of molecular fusion reactions as the
energy 关typically hundreds of eV per C60 molecule on the ion
trajectory for 400 keV Xe20+ 共Ref. 15兲兴 is deposited much
more locally than with laser excitations.
II. EXPERIMENT

The experiment was performed at the ARIBE facility,
Caen, France, with a pulsed 400 keV Xe20+-beam crossing
关C60兴m target jets. Ions formed in the collisions 共clusters,
monomers, and fragments兲 were analyzed with a linear timeof-flight spectrometer. The 关C60兴m targets were produced by
letting initially hot C60 monomers 共from a temperature regulated oven兲 interact with He gas at 77 K. This method only
allows fullerene-fullerene collisions at very low relative energies and with internally cold fullerenes such that only
weak, van der Waals type, C60 – C60 bonds may form. Formations of single covalent bonds have a prohibitively high reaction barrier of 1.6 eV 共Ref. 16兲 while C120 formation re-
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FIG. 2. Intensities due to Xe20+ + 关C60兴m collisions for low 共below兲 and high
共above兲. Fullerene dimers, trimers, and pentamers are indicated with 关C60兴+2 ,
+
关C60兴+3 , and 关C60兴2+
5 and fullerene monomers with Cn 共cf. text兲.

FIG. 1. Size distributions of clusters of fullerenes recorded with low 共low,
upper panel兲 and high 共high, lower panel兲 fullerene monomer densities in the
cluster source 共cf. text兲. The 关C60兴m+ and 关C60兴m2+ peaks are denoted by m+ and
m2+. The 共⫻1500兲-inset starts at n / q = 890.

quires 80–85 eV collision energies.17 We operate the cluster
source in two modes with low fullerene monomer density
共low兲, obtained with an oven temperature T = 530 ° C and
high density 共high兲 with T = 590 ° C.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Part of the results is shown in Fig. 1 where we see a shift
toward larger cluster sizes for high. Zoom-ins reveal that the
关C60兴m-distributions range up to m ⬃ 15 and m ⬃ 40 for low
and high, respectively. Note also the increased intensities
共and shifts toward larger masses兲 for the smaller peaks be+
-peaks for high in comparison with low.
tween the 关C60兴m
These smaller peaks are mainly due to larger-m, multiply
charged intact clusters of fullerenes. In the low case, the
n / q = 60 peak is mainly due to single ionization of C60 mono+
mers in the target. Likewise, the intensity of the C70
peak is
dominated by single ionizations of C70 monomers—there is
4% C70 and 96% C60 in the fullerene powder—and for low
+
we indeed measure the C70
intensity to be close to 4% of that
+
+
+
for C60. However, as seen in Fig. 1 the C70
/ C60
ratio is much
higher for high. Indeed, even when we include the intensities
+
in the C2-evaporation series of C60
, the intensity ratio
+
+
I共C70兲 / 兺kI共C60−2k兲 共k = 0 , 1 , . . .兲 is found to increase from
0.045⫾ 0.001 for low—consistent with the powder
mixture—to 0.084⫾ 0.003 for high. Thus, at least 46⫾ 2%
+
intensity for high is due to C70-formation cataof the C70
lyzed by Xe20+ impact, while the remaining part is due to
+
emitted
single ionizations of C70 monomers and intact C70
from ionized mixed 关共C60兲m−l共C70兲l兴 clusters 关C70 clusters in
the same way as C60 共Refs. 18 and 19兲 and the present intensity distributions as functions of l for given m are indeed
given by the 4% C70 content in the powder at low and high兴.
A zoom-in on the n / q ⱕ 180 region is shown in Fig. 2.
+
peak is due to
The C2-evaporation series to the left of the C60

+
highly excited C60
, emitted from multiply ionized 关C60兴m
clusters, which later 共as they are hot兲 emit one or several C2
units.20 A key aspect here is that 共charged兲 clusters of
fullerenes, in contrast to, e.g., weakly bound argon clusters,21
are excellent electrical conductors20 within which the charge
is distributed on subfemtosecond time scales.22,23 Thus, a
Xe20+ ion may, e.g., pass closely outside a 关C60兴m surface and
initially removes many electrons from individual C60 molecules and then also excites them strongly. These charges
+
are emitted from the cluster 共picospread out before the C60
second timescales兲 and these fullerenes may also fragment
but on even longer time scales 共nano- to microseconds typically兲. For high a broad intensity distribution with peaks
separated by two carbon masses appears with very small odd
共n / q兲-peaks in between. As this distribution is absent for low
there is a clear correlation between large clusters 共m ⬎ 15兲 in
the target and C+n production, showing that these molecules
mainly form inside the 关C60兴mⱖ15-clusters and not on their
surfaces. In the latter case we would observe this
distribution—or at least traces of it—also for low.
+
In Fig. 3, we show integrated Cnⱖ70
intensities 共from
Gaussian fits兲 after subtracting the background tail from the
+
+
peak 共cf. Fig. 2兲 and the C70
contribution due to the 4%
C60
+
intensity is
C70-content in the powder. The remaining C70
+
responsible for 56⫾ 4% of all Cnⱖ70 fullerenes formed. In
femtosecond laser exciton of 关C60兴m 共Ref. 14兲 and in laser
desorptions of C60-films12 there are broad maxima around
n = 120, 180, 240, etc., indicating that the fused fullerenes in
these experiments are due to coalescence reactions involving
two, three, four, etc., fullerene monomers. In the present
case, the C+n distribution is markedly different with a broad
maximum 共peaking well below n = 120 but also extending
rather far beyond this value兲 and, notably, with a strongly
structured distribution in the C70 – C96 region. For n ⱖ 96 our
distribution fits nicely to a log-normal function f N,共n兲
⬀ 共2n22兲−1/2exp− 共ln共n / N兲兲2 / 共22兲 with a mean value N
= 103.5 and shape parameter  = 0.1.24 This strongly indicates
a statistical growth to a hot giant fullerene distribution very
much like the ones obtained with laser ablation of C7H6O4.24
In contrast, the C70 – C96 region exhibits large peak to peak
variations and, thus, their formation mechanisms are most
likely different. A picture including size-up processes from
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FIG. 4. Kinetic energies of C+n ions as a function of size n.

FIG. 3. Upper panel: measured C+n -intensities due to 400 keV Xe20+
+ 关C60兴m⬎15 collisions as a function of n. The solid curve in the inset is a
log-normal fit for n ⱖ 96. Error bars are smaller than the symbols. Lower
panel: calculated enthalpies of formation per carbon atom for the lowest
energy isomers of Cn fullerenes. Inset: the mean nearest neighbor enthalpy
difference ␦n 共cf. text兲.

C60 appears reasonable and is consistent with interpretations
of experiments on laser desorption of surfaces covered with
C60,25 in which fused fullerenes—with a similar intensity
distribution in the n = 72– 84 range as the present one—were
recorded with such low laser fluence that only very few
fullerenes beyond C84 were produced. This distribution was
interpreted as being due to C60 size-up processes involving
absorption of smaller carbon molecules from nearby fragmented fullerenes. At higher laser fluence,25 a smooth distribution of larger fullerenes appeared and was ascribed to selfassembly of small carbon molecules. In the present
+
experiment, and in Ref. 26, the C60
peaks have tails toward
larger masses 共cf. Fig. 2兲 which are signatures of size-up
+
processes to C60+2k
共k ⬎ 0兲 and fragmentation in the spectrometer extraction field.26
To further aid the interpretation of the results, we have
performed high level density functional theory calculations
共B3LYP/ 6-31Gⴱ level of theory兲27 for the most stable
C60 – C112 fullerene isomers 共thus extending the results in relation to Ref. 28兲. Calculated structures have been fully optimized without any symmetry constraint and the related enthalpies of formation per carbon atom 关⌬H共n兲 / n兴 as
functions of C+n size are shown in Fig. 3. These follow a
smooth decreasing trend for n ⬎ 90 and approach zero as
n → ⬁ 关here zero is the ⌬H共n兲 / n-value for graphite which
corresponds to the largest binding energy per atom兴.
As a measure of the Cn stability, we define the mean nearest
neighbor enthalpy difference, ␦n = 0.5共⌬H共n − 2兲 / 共n − 2兲

+ ⌬H共n + 2兲 / 共n + 2兲兲 − ⌬H共n兲 / n, which is positive 共negative兲
for a minimum 共maximum兲 in the enthalpy sequence and
thus a positive ␦n should correspond to a magic Cn fullerene
共lower inset in Fig. 3兲. The correlation between the
␦n-sequence and the measured C+n intensities is striking with
maxima 共minima兲 for n = 70, 78, 84 共n = 72, 80兲 in agreement
with the expected sizes for magic 共nonmagic兲 fullerenes and
we thus conclude that the lowest energy Cn isomers—or isomers almost degenerate in energy with the most stable
ones—form in this n-region.
In Fig. 4, we show measurements of mean C+n kinetic
energies. These are extracted as En = ⌬t2⑀2 / 共8兲,29 where 
is the C+n mass, ⌬t is the peak width in the time-of-flight
spectrum after deconvolution with the instrumental width,
and ⑀ = 77.1 V / cm is the extraction field strength. For molecular decay processes yielding two fragments there is a
simple relation between the total kinetic energy—the kinetic
energy release 共EKER兲—and the kinetic energy for one frag+
ment. In the case of Cn+2
→ C+n + C2, EKER = 共n / 2 + 1兲Tn where
Tn is the final kinetic energy of C+n . Normally EKER is quite
small when a single neutral C2 molecule is emitted from a C+n
fullerene and a typical value is EKER = 150 meV.30,31 For a
+
+
one-step fragmentation process such as C72
→ C70
+ C2 this
gives T70 = E70 = 4.2 meV while, e.g., two or five steps of
+
+
and C80
would give E70
sequential C2-emission from C74
= 8.2 meV and 19.8 meV, respectively. The measured
En-values for C70 – C86 are only 4–5 meV and thus far too
small for any charge separation process 共as, e.g.,
C+2 -emission兲 or for longer sequences of neutral C2
emissions.30,31 Instead, it appears that these fullerenes form
through size-up processes and fragmentation in few steps
only. Above C86, the En-values increase with n. As an example E128 = 16.5⫾ 0.8 meV, which allows for about seven
EKER = 150 meV C2-emissions.30,31
We have already concluded that the new larger C+n
fullerenes only are formed with sufficiently large 关C60兴m
clusters in the target and it appears that both the magic
fullerenes and the hot giant fullerenes are formed in 关C60兴m
bulks. There, C60 molecules near central trajectories 共cf. inset
of Fig. 4兲 are shattered in small fragments while those about
a C60 radius away may remain intact or almost intact. Thus,
the hot giant fullerenes may be self-assembled from the carbon plasma while the magic fullerenes could be formed in
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coalescence reactions between small 共e.g., C2兲 molecules
from the plasma and surrounding, essentially undamaged,
fullerenes.
IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have shown that the C70 – C86 and Cn⬎90
fullerenes may be due to very different types of formation
processes. In the former case the lowest energy fullerene
isomers appear to form efficiently through coalescence reactions in which smaller carbon molecules, such as C2, are
absorbed by C60-fullerenes in 关C60兴m clusters. Measured C+n
kinetic energies strongly indicate that at most a few fragmentation steps are needed to cool these systems such that they
become stable on the experimental time scale of tens of microseconds. This is also consistent with the highly efficient
production of the magic fullerenes C78 and C84, and, in particular, C70 共more than 30 times more C70 than C72 is
formed兲, which requires formation processes very sensitive
to local variations in the Cn enthalpies of formation. Above
C90, in contrast, the recorded lognormal intensity distribution
and the much larger C+n kinetic energies suggest statistical
growth 共self-assembly兲 processes all the way from small carbon molecules to hot giant fullerenes followed by sequential
emission processes in many steps. Thus, hot shrinking giant
fullerenes cannot be involved in the main route to C70
formation—at least not under the present experimental conditions. Instead it appears that the production of smaller and
somewhat colder fullerenes slightly above C70 共like for the
present coalescence reactions兲 strongly favors efficient production of magic C70.
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